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Figure 1: Examples of animated portraits generated by the proposed PuppeteerGAN. The results are at the same pose
as the target frame (left column) while keeping the same appearance of the source (top row). As shown in the source images,
our method can be applied to various portraits including color photos, black-and-white photos, paintings, cartoon characters
and high-resolution images.

Abstract

Portrait animation, which aims to animate a still portrait
to life using poses extracted from target frames, is an
important technique for many real-world entertainment
applications. Although recent works have achieved highly
realistic results on synthesizing or controlling human head
images, the puppeteering of arbitrary portraits is still con-
fronted by the following challenges: 1) identity/personality
mismatch; 2) training data/domain limitations; and 3)
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low-efficiency in training/fine-tuning. In this paper, we
devised a novel two-stage framework called PuppeteerGAN
for solving these challenges. Specifically, we first learn
identity-preserved semantic segmentation animation which
executes pose retargeting between any portraits. As a
general representation, the semantic segmentation results
could be adapted to different datasets, environmental
conditions or appearance domains. Furthermore, the
synthesized semantic segmentation is filled with the ap-
pearance of the source portrait. To this end, an appearance
transformation network is presented to produce fidelity
output by jointly considering the wrapping of semantic
features and conditional generation. After training, the



two networks can directly perform end-to-end inference
on unseen subjects without any retraining or fine-tuning.
Extensive experiments on cross-identity/domain/resolution
situations demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
PuppetterGAN over existing portrait animation methods in
both generation quality and inference speed.

1. Introduction
Portraits including paintings, photographs or other artis-

tic representations of human beings have always been one
of the most important research objects in computer vision
and graphics. In this work, we consider the task of por-
trait animation, which aims to animate a given portrait us-
ing poses provided by driven frames. This kind of technique
has attracted great attention throughout the community be-
cause of its potentially wide usage in the film industry [7],
art-making [47] and personalized media generation [35].

In recent years, with the rapid development of deep
learning algorithms, some deep generative models are pro-
posed for solving portrait animation tasks. Among them,
one kind of solution is trained to decompose the disentan-
gled appearance and pose representations from the input
portrait image [36, 25, 46]. Ideally, by recombining the ap-
pearance feature of the source portrait with the pose feature
of the target frames, the generator/decoder is supposed to
generate the desired outputs. Though promising progress
has been made, the challenges remain on extracting the de-
sired appearance and pose representations from unseen im-
ages (or videos) during inference.

Facial landmarks, which can be conveniently detected
by recent techniques [38, 18, 31], are regarded as one
kind of replacement of the disentangled pose representation.
In [47, 33, 10], given the landmarks of the target frame as
input, the network is trained to reconstruct the target frame
by conditioning on appearance information extracted from
other frames of the same video/person. Compare to directly
disentangling pose representations from images, methods
using facial landmarks are more robust and usually with bet-
ter generation results. However, during inference, it may
encounter a misalignment between the driven landmarks
and the source portrait (e.g. different face shape), which will
result in poor results. In addition, considering the appear-
ance representation may fail to be extracted from unseen
portraits that following different distribution with training
data [4, 22], the few-shot fine-tuning strategy is employed
to learn accurate appearance information [18, 45]. By uti-
lizing a few images of the same person to fine-tune the pre-
trained model, these methods will achieve better results for
each specific identity. However, in real-world applications,
the fine-tuning would cost much more time and computa-
tion resources than simply feed-forward inference.

Therefore, although recent works have achieved con-

vincing results on synthesizing or controlling portraits, we
argue that the puppeteering of arbitrary portraits is still trou-
bled by the following challenges: 1) identity/personality
mismatch between the animated source portrait with the
provided driven frames; 2) training data/domain limitations
which lead the pre-trained model failing to understand un-
seen portraits from other identities, domains or resolutions;
3) low-efficiency retraining/fine-tuning which may cost a
considerable amount of time and computation resource in
real-world applications.

In this work, we proposed a novel two-stage generation
framework called PuppetterGAN for arbitrary portrait ani-
mation tasks. Different from existing pose/appearance de-
composition strategies, we separate portrait animation into
two stages: pose retargeting and appearance transformation.
In the first stage, we aim to perform the identity-preserved
pose retargeting between the semantic segmentation of any
portraits. Specifically, a sketching network is trained to
synthesize the animated segmentation masks and landmarks
that keep characteristic details (e.g. facial shape, hairstyle)
of the source portrait yet with the same pose as the driven
frame. Since the generated results could act as a general
representation of different kinds of portraits, we can sim-
ply train the sketching network on a specific talking-head
video dataset but perform inference on arbitrary portraits.
In the second stage, we devised an appearance transforma-
tion network to fill in the animated semantic segmentation
mask with the appearance of the source portrait. This net-
work consists of an appearance encoder, a segmentation
mask conditioned decoder and the proposed Warp-based
semantic-Aware SkIp-Connections (WASIC). The coloring
network makes full use of the texture information extracted
by the shallow layers of the encoder through the proposed
WASIC, thus, it avoids the fine-tuning/retraining step dur-
ing the inference.

Finally, we show the generated portraits of our
method on various experiments including self-driven, cross-
identity/domain/resolution cases and compare the proposed
method with five different methods [41, 45, 1, 43, 40]. Ex-
periment results demonstrate our method is superior to the
existing work in fidelity, reality, generalization ability and
inference speed.

2. Related Works
Deformation based methods. Traditional deformation

based algorithms compute a transformation from the source
portrait to the target pose based on facial landmarks or op-
tical flow. Since the large scale deformation are prone to
distortion, some methods [20, 3, 11] builds a face image
database of the source person to retrieve the most similar ex-
pression to the target as the basis of deformation. Although
these methods succeed in face mimic for the specific source
person, collecting and pre-processing such a large dataset



for each source person is a high cost in practice.
Averbuch et al. [1] detects additional key points around

the face on the source and target image in order to control
the deformation of the whole head. By copying the mouth
region from the target, this method can manipulate facial
expression without any training or extra database on a still
portrait. X2face [43] learns a pair 2D pixel-wise deforma-
tion from the source pose to the frontal and the target pose
which can be extracted from multiple optional media in-
cluding video, audio and pose angle. Overall, Deformation
based methods are efficient in transferring facial expression
in both identity fidelity and face reality with a relatively
small computational cost. However, a large motion of the
head or the synthesizing of the hidden part will lead to dis-
tortion of the generated portraits.

Video-to-video. Training a specific network for ev-
ery single person can boost the quality of the generated
portraits significantly. Vid2Vid [40] can generate tempo-
rally coherent videos conditioned on segmentation masks,
sketches, and poses after being trained on the specific video
sequences of the same appearance. Its few-shot adaptive
variation [39] learns to synthesize videos of previously un-
seen subjects or scenes by leveraging few example images
of the target at test time. DeepFake [7] builds an autoen-
coder framework consist of an pose encoder and an appear-
ance decoder. In the inference phase, they employ the en-
coder of the driven identity to extract pose and the decoder
of the source person to recover appearance. Because the
re-implementation and training process is easy to follow,
DeepFake becomes popular for face swapping applications.
ReenactGAN [44] generates mimic videos guided by the
face boundary transformed into the source identity. While
the encoder can be generic, the decoder and transformer are
specific to each source identity. Moreover, 3D morphable
model based methods also require individual training for
each given source person. For example, Hyeongwoo et
al. [17] trains a rendering-to-video network to render the
3D model with the target pose and expression conditioned
by the illustration and identity of the source. [34] aims to
learn accurate lip motions driven by the video, while nu-
merous hours of the target person’s speech footage is vital
for training.

Although video-to-video methods are able to generate
realistic portrait even with large motion, the identity spe-
cific training prevents most common users from using this
technology since the difficulty of collecting training data,
high computational cost and long inference time.

Conditional image synthesis. Benefit from the progress
in (conditional) generative adversarial networks (GANs)
[48, 6, 37, 28, 21], some synthesis based methods [45, 26,
43] are proposed to generate fake portraits using the identity
of the source person and the pose (or facial expression) of
the target image.

Figure 2: The complete framework of the proposed method.
PuppeteerGAN performs portrait animation in two stages:
1) pose retargeting by the sketching network and 2) appear-
ance transformation by the coloring network.

Various representations are introduced as the conditional
signal for portrait animation. Landmarks [45, 33, 10] de-
tected from the driven frame are the most frequently used
description of the target pose. Nirkin et al. [26] and Geng et
al. [12] warp the input portrait to the target pose based on
the landmarks and further fills in the missing part with an
inpainting algorithm. Pumarola et al. [29] utilizes the ac-
tion unit in a similar way. Although these methods per-
form well in some cases, as mentioned before, using the
landmarks detected from the driven frame may result in
the identity mismatch issue when there is a large gap be-
tween the source and driven portrait. paGAN [23] generates
videos of photo-real faces conditioned on the deformation
of 3D expression meshes which is only applicable to facial
area rather than the whole portrait. Moreover, some works
[27, 2, 32] attempt to disentangle the shape and appearance
features from the portrait through adversarial learning. Al-
though the learning of identity and pose feature can mitigate
the personality mismatch problem, the joint learning of pose
retargeting and appearance is a challenging task and may
limit by the training data/domain.

3. Method
Given a source portrait Isi and a target/driven frame Itj ,

the proposed PuppeteerGAN aims to generate an output im-
age Ĩsj , whose identity is the same as Isi , meanwhile, being
consistent with Itj in pose and expression. In addition, the
facial landmarks Ls

i / Lt
j and semantic segmentation mask

Ms
i are detected for assisting our portrait animation pro-

cess. In the following, we introduce our pipeline in Section
3.1. Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 demonstrate the sketching
and coloring network, respectively.

3.1. Model framework

As aforementioned, some generation based methods syn-
thesize the animated portrait with the facial landmark de-
tected on the driven frame as the condition signal. Com-



Figure 3: The training process of the sketching network and the coloring network. The sketching network (left) consists
of two encoders (for segmentation mask and landmark), a generator and a discriminator. Similar to U-net [30], the coloring
network (right bottom) includes an encoder, a generator and several proposed warp-based semantic-aware skip-connections
(WASIC). We illustrate the structure of WASIC in the dotted box (right top).

pared with facial landmark, the segmentation mask is a
pixel-wise semantic classification of the portrait, which
marks the external region of the face such as the ears, the
hair and the neck as well. Therefore, we take advantage of
the segmentation mask and use facial landmark as auxiliary
to generate realistic images.

We proposed a two-stage generation pipeline (Fig. 2)
including sketching and coloring network. First, identity-
preserved pose retargeting is solved in the first sketching
stage. Specifically, We take the segmentation mask Ms

i of
the source portrait and landmark Lt

j of the driven frame as
input, intending to generate the target segmentation mask
M̃s

j and landmark L̃s
j . Through introducing an identity dis-

criminator, the generated M̃s
j and L̃s

j are learned to be con-
sistent with the identity ofMs

i and the pose of Lt
j . Since the

segmentation mask and facial landmark could be applied to
any portraits, this module is naturally adaptive to images of
different domains.

In the second stage, our coloring network performs ap-
pearance transformation conditioned on the generated seg-
mentation mask M̃s

j and the source portrait Isi . Benefit from
the generated segmentation mask, this stage generates real-
istic outputs based on the precise geometry guidance and
does not need to pay attention to the consistency with the
target pose. In order to make full use of the texture features
extracted by the shallow layers of the encoder network, we
devised the Warp-based semantic-Aware SkIp-Connections
(WASIC).

3.2. Sketching network

During training, the input of the sketching network is
a group of landmarks and segmentation masks denoted as
[Ls

i , Ls
j , Lv

i′ , M
s
i , Ms

j ]. Ls
i and Ls

j are facial landmarks
detected from two frames in the same video sequence. Lv

i′

is the landmark of another person. Ms
i and Ms

j denote the
segmentation masks of the source portrait at pose i and j.

Figure 3 - left illustrates the structure of the sketching
network. The network consists of four components, the
landmark encoder EL, the segmentation encoder EM , the
identity discriminator DI and the joint generator GR. The
generation process can be formulated as:

(L̃s
j , M̃

s
j ) = GR

(
EL(L

s
j), EM (Ms

i )
)
. (1)

The generated segmentation mask and landmark should be
the same as Ms

j and Ls
j , which is detected from frame j of

the video/identity s. The reconstruction losses are:

Lld(EL, EM , GR) = ||L̃s
j − Ls

j ||, (2)

Lseg(EL, EM , GR) = ||M̃s
j −Ms

j ||. (3)

Identity-preserved pose retargeting. In order to avoid
identity/personality mismatch, we introduce an identity dis-
criminator DI [9]. The input of DI is a pair of features
extracted from the facial landmarks by EL. The discrimi-
nator is required to determine whether the identities of the
landmarks are the same or not. For each step, a real pair
(EL(L

s
i ), EL(L

s
j))) and a fake pair (EL(L

v
i′), EL(L

s
j)))

are used for training. Meanwhile, we train EL to fool the
discriminator. Finally, the outputs of landmark encoder EL

portray the pose and expression implicitly while being iden-
tity indistinguishable. The adversarial training process can
be defined as:
Lidt(EL, DM ) = min

EL

max
DI

DI(EL(L
s
i ), EL(L

s
j))

−DI(EL(L
v
i′), EL(L

s
j)).

(4)

Finally, the total loss for training the network is:

Lseg(EL, EM , GR, DI) = Lld(EL, EM , GR)

+λ1 · Lseg(EL, EM , GR) + λ2 · Lidt(EL, DI).
(5)



Since the sketching network deals with the pose retar-
geting on semantic guidance (segmentation mask and land-
mark) instead of the real portraits, this module can be po-
tentially applied to different kinds of portraits regardless
of the domain gaps. Through the disentanglement and re-
combination of the identity and pose feature, the sketching
phase completes the pose retargeting task precisely in our
framework. The outputs of the sketching network will be
used as the geometry conditional signals in the next color-
ing network.

3.3. Coloring network

The coloring network aims to synthesize the target por-
traits based on the source images and the geometry guid-
ance generated in the former sketching phase. The inputs
are [Isi , Isj , Ls

i , Ls
j , Ms

i , Ms
j ], standing for the portraits,

landmarks, and segmentation masks of two frames in the
same sequence.

Here, we utilize the segmentation mask Ms
j and source

image Isi as input, and aim to synthesize the portrait im-
age Ĩsj . Since the pose retargeting problem is solved in the
sketching stage, we directly utilize the segmentation mask
Ms

j extracted from the Isj as conditional input, and attempt
to synthesize the portrait Ĩsj based on the source image Isi
in the training phase. In this stage, the challenge remains
on the appearance transformation between different frames
of the same person. First, we observe that, for the gener-
ated image Ĩsj , most of its appearance information could be
directly found in the input image Isi . Inspired by deforma-
tion based methods, we devised the Warp-based semantic-
aware skip-connection(WASIC) for transforming these ap-
pearances. However, for unseen parts (e.g. open mouth),
we hope that the coloring network could work as a condi-
tional generation network, which is able to imagine these
parts based on the input images.

As shown in Fig. 3 - right, the structure of the coloring
network is based on U-net [30]. We replace the single con-
volution layers with residual blocks [13] in both encoder
and decoder. In order to constrain the generation with the
segmentation mask, we use spatially-adaptive normaliza-
tion (SPADE) [28] instead of the batch normalization [15]
in the decoder. We attach the shallow layers of encoder to
the corresponding layers of decoder through the proposed
WASIC.

Warp-based semantic-Aware SkIp-Connection (WA-
SIC). Skip-connection used in U-net [30] between the cor-
responding layers of the encoder and decoder can improve
the generated result by bridging the features extracted by
the encoder to the decoder. However, straightforward skip-
connection between the encoder and decoder is unhelpful
for our problem because of the geometry misalignment be-
tween the source and the target frames. Therefore we pro-
posed the WASIC to warp and transpose the appearance fea-

tures from the encoder to the decoder. Specifically, given an
input group, we first compute a formulated transformation
parameter θw from the source landmark Ls

i to the target Ls
j .

For the kth layer of the network, the intermediate output
of the encoder and the corresponding output of the decoder
are denoted as e[k]si and d[k]sj , and the two features are of
the same size. Both Ms

i and Ms
j are resized to the equal

geometry scale as well. Then, M [k]
s
i and e[k]si are warped

to M [k]
w and e[k]w according to θw. Finally, the warped

feature e[k]w and the generated feature d[k]sj are weighted
and added up to be the output of this layer directed by the
semantic segmentation masks. This step is shown in Fig. 3
- right and formulated as:

dout[k]
s
j =µ ·M [k]

f · e[k]w + (1− µ) · d[k]sj
+µ · (1−M [k]

f
) · d[k]sj ,

(6)

where M [k]
f is a mask of the same part of M [k]

w and
M [k]

s
j and µ is a learned weight parameter.

Geometry dropout strategy. We further expand the
available data for training the coloring network from video
dataset to image dataset through the proposed geometry
dropout strategy. Since we accomplished pose retargeting
in the former sketching stage, our coloring phase can be
regarded as an image-to-image transformation task. Fur-
thermore, the proposed skip-connection allows us to change
the training process by modifying the segmentation masks.
Based on these, we adopt a simple but useful geometry
dropout strategy to train the network on the image dataset.
For training on one image, we randomly zero one or more
parts of the source portrait Isi and segmentation mask Ms

i

to form Iw, ew andMw. As the geometry dropout is almost
the same as the gap caused by deformation for the genera-
tion network, the image dataset can play the same role as
the video dataset for the training of the coloring network.

Training loss for the coloring network is a combination
of several widely used loss functions for image generation,

Lcol(GC , DC) = Lrec(GC)+γ1 · Lperc(GC)

+γ2 · LGAN (GC , DC)+γ3 · Lfeat(GC , DC).
(7)

The first term is an L1 reconstruction loss and the second
term measures the perceptual distance by a VGG16 network
pretrained on VGGFace2 [5]. Moreover, we adapt a multi-
scale patch discriminator similar to PatchGAN [16] and add
feature matching loss to all the discriminators.

Profited from the proposed WASIC, the generalization
ablility of our coloring network can be improved a lot, and
no fine-tuning is required for any specific input portrait.
Therefore, our network can cost much less time and com-
putation resource in the inference phase.



Figure 4: Self-driven portrait animation results. The animated portrait was driven by another frame in the same video. In
each row, the result of Averbuch et al. [1], X2Face [43], Pix2PixHD [41], Zakharov et al. [45] and PuppeteerGAN are shown.

4. Experiment
In this section, we evaluated the proposed Puppeteer-

GAN in terms of generation quality, generalization capabil-
ity and extensibility. First, we evaluated the framework on
self-driven sequence in both quality and quantity. Then we
tested the generalization capability of the proposed frame-
work in cross-identity and cross-domain experiment. Fi-
nally, we trained the coloring network on image dataset to
animate high-resolution images.

Comparison methods. We compared the pro-
posed method with five previous methods: two general
conditional generation based methods Pix2PixHD [41]
and Vid2Vid [40], a pixel-wise deformation method
X2Face [43], a geometry warp method Averbuch et al. [1]
and the latest generation based method Zakharov et al. [45].
For X2Face [43], we adapted the official code and pre-
trained model. We reimplemented the methods proposed
by Averbuch et al. [1] and Zakharov et al. [45]. Except
Averbuch et al. [1], the other four compared methods re-
quire fine-tuning/retraining for each source portrait to gen-
erate comparable result.

Datasets. In comparison experiments, our model was
trained on a subset of VoxCeleb1 [24] with video sequences
of 672 person for training and 50 for test. We trained the
Pix2PixHD model with the same settings. For comparison,
we tested the methods on the test split of VoxCeleb1 [24]
and the CelebMask-HQ [19] with resolution reduction. In
the cross-domain experiments, we collected 300 portraits of
different appearance domains on the Internet. For the cross-
resolution experiment, we trained and tested the coloring
network on CelebMask-HQ [19].

Methods Vox [24]

SSIM↑ FID↓ PSNR↑ CSIM↑ MSE↓

Averbuch et al. [1] 0.6733 73.1115 31.4702 0.7600 0.1502
Pix2PixHD [41] 0.5500 70.3599 29.2691 0.4145 0.1876
PuppeteerGAN 0.7255 33.6119 31.3506 0.8178 0.1033

Zakharov et al. [45] (1) 0.6700 43.0000 - - -
X2Face [43] (1) 0.6800 45.8000 - - -

Pix2PixHD [41] (1) 0.5727 67.4887 29.6024 0.4789 0.1689

Zakharov et al. [41] (8) 0.7100 38.0000 - - -
X2Face [43] (8) 0.7300 51.5000 - - -

Pix2PixHD [41] (8) 0.5854 66.6279 29.8199 0.5117 0.1567

Zakharov et al. [41] (32) 0.7400 29.5000 - - -
X2Face [43] (32) 0.7500 56.5000 - - -

Pix2PixHD [41] (32) 0.6072 64.6087 30.2076 0.6082 0.1463

Vid2Vid [40] 0.6744 51.2171 31.4291 0.7715 0.1265

Table 1: Quantitative results. The measurement of the
statistic distances between the generated portraits and GT.

4.1. Self-driven experiment

Following [45], we chose the source portrait and the
driven frame from the same video. We compared the meth-
ods on the test split of VoxCeleb1 [24], which contains 312
videos sequences of 50 different people. All the identities
were unseen in the training phase. We selected 16 pairs of
frames for each identity randomly.

As shown in Fig. 4, Averbuch et al. [1] can change the fa-
cial expression well while fails to mimic large scale actions.
X2face [43] preserves the texture of the source portrait and
performs better on large deformations, but it is hard to gen-
erate the unseen parts such as an open mouth. The gen-
eration based methods, Pix2PixHD [41] and Zakharov et
al. [45] both suffer from the artifact and blur in the results.



Figure 5: Cross-identity portrait animation results. We animated each source portrait by a target frame of a different
person. We compared the proposed method with Averbuch et al. [1], X2face [43] and Pix2PixHD [41].

Methods Time Cost (s)

Fine-tuning Inference Sum

Averbuch et al. [1] - 0.9396 0.9396
X2Face [43] 4.3800 0.2257 4.6056

Pix2PixHD [41] 28.0415 0.2559 28.2974
Zakharov et al. [45] 48.7117 1.0220 49.7334

PuppeteerGAN - 0.6117 0.6117

Table 2: Comparisons of the average time cost per frame.

Our method outperforms the previous methods in both real-
ity and fidelity. Due to the segmentation mask guided gen-
eration, our method is not troubled by the problem of large
scale motion. Profited from WASIC, our method can pre-
serve the details and imagine the hidden parts of the source.

We also evaluated the proposed method in quantity as
displayed in Table 1. We used Mean squared error (MSE),
Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and Structured similarity
(SSIM) [42] to assess the statistical error of the generated
image according to the target image. Moreover, We took
Frechet-inception distance (FID) [14] and Cosine similarity
(CSIM) [8] to quantify the reality and fidelity of the result
respectively. Since the results of our re-implementation did
not reach the expecting performance, we copied the scores
from Zakharov et al. [45].

The quantitative results also demonstrates the efficiency
of our method. Especially, our method outperforms the
other methods largely in the zero-shot inference, and still
surpasses their fine-tuned results based on several metrics.

The time cost experiment was conducted to compare the
efficiency of different methods. We compared the infer-
ence speed by measuring the average time cost of animat-
ing a given portrait to target pose for each method except
Vid2Vid [40] because the time cost of retraining is much
more than fine-tuning. As our method requires no fine-
tuning, it is far more efficient than the other methods as
shown in Table 2.

4.2. Cross-identity experiment

We evaluated the proposed PuppeteerGAN through ani-
mating a source portrait by a driven frame of another per-
son, which demonstrates our method can alleviate the prob-
lem of identity mismatch between the source and target
portrait. Since the two frames were extracted from differ-
ent videos, it increases the difficulty of portrait animation,
which may result in low fidelity of the generated portraits.

We compared PuppeteerGAN with three different meth-
ods as illustrated in Fig. 5. Because of the large gap between
the landmark of the source and target, the results of warp
based methods, Averbuch et al. [1] and X2face [43] were
distorted. The generation based method Pix2PixHD [41]
was able to generate realistic portraits, but failed to preserve
the identity of the source portraits. The results of Puppeteer-
GAN shown in the last column of Fig. 5 are superior to the
other methods in both reality and fidelity. By animating two
source portraits to the same target pose, we displayed the
identity preserving ability of our method in both geometry
shape (e.g. face shape and hair style) and appearance(e.g.
the texture and color of skin and eyes).

4.3. Cross-domain experiment

The proposed PuppetterGAN aims to animate arbitrary
source portraits to mimic the target frame. Our cross-
domain experiments demonstrate that our method is appli-
cable for diverse kinds of portraits without fine-tuning. As
shown in Fig. 6, firstly, our sketching network transforms
the shape from source to target based on segmentation mask
and landmark, which is domain-adaptive to different kinds
of portraits. Then our coloring network synthesizes real-
istic portraits based on the generated segmentation and the
source image. To evaluate the generalization ability of our
method, we animated source images of various appearance
domains. The first row of Fig. 6 shows the reenactment



Figure 6: Cross-domain portrait animation results. Six animated portraits of different appearance domains. In each pair,
we display the source portrait, the target frame, the generated segmentation mask and portrait in a row.

Figure 7: Cross-resolution portrait animation results. We animated the portraits with the resolution of 512. The input is
the source portrait and the driven frame which is at the right top corner. The generated segmentation masks are shown in the
same position of the animated portraits.

of a traditional Chinese sculpture Terracotta Warriors and
the Greek sculpture. We also animated a black-and-white
photo, a comic character, a painting and a cartoon character
as shown in the last two lines. The results of our method are
the same as the source portraits in identity, style and texture,
except the poses are alike the targets.

4.4. Cross-resolution experiment

Benefit from the proposed two-stage framework, our col-
oring network can be trained on image datasets indepen-
dently, which could improve the extensibility of our frame-
work as the image data is more abundant and accessible than
videos. In this section, we trained our coloring network
on VoxCeleb [24] and CelebAMask-HQ [19], then tested
well-trained model on images with the resolution of 512
(Fig. 7). The realistic generated portraits demonstrate that
our method is fitting for high-resolution portrait puppeteer-
ing even without a video dataset of corresponding resolution

for training. More details can be found in the Supplemen-
tary Materials.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed PuppeteerGAN, a portrait an-

imation framework that can animate arbitrary types of por-
trait using the target poses. Through separating portrait an-
imation into pose retargeting and appearance transforma-
tion, PuppeteerGAN preserves the identity and appearance
of the source portrait without any fine-tuning. Meanwhile, it
can be extended to animating high-resolution (HQ) portraits
by simply training the coloring network on the HQ image
dataset. Experiments demonstrate that PuppeteerGAN out-
performs previous methods in terms of usability, general-
ization capability, and extensibility. In future work, besides
the appearance transformation, we will work towards syn-
thesizing more realistic details, e.g. eye gaze and wrinkle.
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